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Abstract— In this paper we propose a family of Short Block
Codes (SBCs) designed for guaranteed convergence in soft-bit as-
sisted iterative joint source and channel decoding, which facilitate
improved iterative soft-bit source decoding (SBSD) and channel
decoding. Data-Partitioned (DP) H.264 source coded video is
used to evaluate the performance of our system using SBC
assisted SBSD in conjunction with Recursive Systematic Convo-
lution Codes (RSC) for transmission over correlated narrowband
Rayleigh fading channels. The effect of different SBC schemes
having diverse minimum Hamming distances (dH,min) and code
rates on the attainable system performance is demonstrated,
when using iterative SBSD and channel decoding, while keeping
the overall bit-rate budget constant by appropriately partitioning
the total available bit rate budget between the source and channel
codecs to improve the overall BER performance and to enhance
the objective video quality expressed in terms of Peak Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)1. EXIT Charts were used for analysing
the attainable system performance. Explicitly, our experimental
results show that the proposed error protection scheme using
rate- 1

3
SBCs havingdH,min = 6 outperforms the identical-rate

SBCs having dH,min = 3 by about 2.25 dB at the PSNR
degradation point of 1 dB. Additionally, an Eb/N0 gain of 9 dB
was achieved compared to the rate-5

6
SBC having dH,min = 2

and an identical overall code-rate. Furthermore, anEb/N0 gain
of 25 dB is attained at the PSNR degradation point of1 dB,
while using iterative soft-bit source and channel decodingwith
the aid of rate-1

3
SBCs relative to the identical-rate benchmarker.

I. M OTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Reliable transmission of multimedia source coded streams
over diverse wireless communication networks, constitutes a
challenging research topic [1, 2]. Since the early days of wire-
less video communications [3–6] substantial further advances
have been made both in the field of proprietary and standard-
based solutions [7, 8]. Furthermore, the joint optimisation of
different functions such as joint source and channel decoding
(JSCD) gained considerable attention. The family of JSCD
schemes often relies on exploiting the residual redundancy
in the source-coded bit-stream. Fingscheidt and Vary [9, 10]
proposed SBSD to exploit the natural residual redundancy of
the source-coded bit-stream for improving the convergenceof
Iterative Source-Channel Decoding (ISCD) [11, 12]. However,
only moderate residual redundancy is left in the source coded

1PSNR is the most widely used and simple form of objective video quality
measure, which represents the ratio of the peak to peak signal to the root
mean squared noise [1].
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bit-stream, when using advanced state-of-the-art coding tech-
niques. Therefore we propose to deliberately impose additional
redundancy on the source coded bit-stream with the aid of the
novel class of SBCs proposed. In our experimental setup the
H.264/AVC video codec [13] is used to encode the input video
sequence and to generate the source coded bitstream. The
H.264/AVC codec employs heterogeneous Variable Length
Coding (VLC) and predictive coding techniques to achieve a
high compression efficiency, which makes the compressed bit-
stream susceptible to transmission errors [1]. A single biterror
in the coded stream may corrupt the decoding of numerous
future codewords. Moreover, due to predictive coding the
effects of channel errors may affect the neighboring video
blocks due to error propagation. Therefore the transmission of
compressed video over wireless systems is a challenging task.
Various error resilient schemes have been proposed in [1],
in order to alleviate these problems, but the price paid is a
potential reduction of the achievable compression efficiency
and increase in computational complexity. An iterative joint
source-channel decoding procedure inspired by the conceptof
serial concatenated codes was presented in [14]. A symbol-
based soft-input a posteriori probability (APP) decoder was
presented in [15], where the residual redundancy was exploited
for improved error protection. Instead of the traditional serial
concatenation of the classic Variable Length Codes (VLC)
with a channel code, a parallel concatenated coding scheme
was presented in [16], where the VLCs were combined with a
turbo code. On the other hand, a novel irregular variable length
coding (IrVLC) scheme designed for near-capacity joint source
and channel coding was proposed in [17]. Likewise, [18] ad-
vocated the employment of state-of-the-art High-Speed Packet
Access (HSPA)-style [19] burst-by-burst adaptive transceivers
for interactive cellular and cordless video telephony, which
are capable of accommodating the time-variant channel qual-
ity fluctuation of wireless channels. An iterative source and
channel decoding aided Irregular Convolutional Coded (IRCC)
videophone scheme using Reversible Variable-Length Codes
(RVLC) and the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) [20] detection
algorithm was proposed in [21]. The performance analysis of
soft bit assisted iterative joint source and channel decoding was
presented in [22], where Differential Space-Time Spreading
(DSTS) aided Sphere Packing (SP) modulation was invoked
which dispensed with channel estimation and provided both
spatio-temporal diversity as well as a multi-user support.
Furthermore, a joint source-channel decoding method based
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on the MAP algorithm was proposed by Wang and Yu [23].
Instead of the well known convolutional coded ISCD, an
ISCD based on two serial concatenated short block codes
was proposed by Clevornet al. [24]. In the above-mentioned
scheme a(6, 3) outer block code served as a redundant index
assignment, while arate-1 block code was used as inner code.
Similarly, Thobaben [25] provided the performance analysis
of a rateR = 4

5 single parity check code used for protecting
the quantised source symbols relative to specifically designed
VLCs. Joint source channel coding schemes employing a rate
R = 4

5 linear block code for mapping the quantised source
symbols to a binary representation were combined with an
inner irregular channel encoder in [26]. An optimised bit rate
allocation scheme using a rater⋆ = 12 inner channel encoder
along with k = 3 to k⋆ = 6 source mapping was proposed
in [27], and its performance was evaluated relative to con-
ventional ISCD using a rater = 1

2 recursive non-systematic
convolutional (RNSC) inner code. The Turbo DeCodulation
scheme presented in [28, 29] consisted of two iterative loops.
The inner loop was constituted by the two components of
Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation using Iterative Decoding
(BICM-ID) and the outer loop by the Iterative Source-Channel
Decoding (ISCD) scheme. By contrast, in [30] a short block
code based redundant index assignment and multi-dimensional
mapping were used to artificially introduce redundancy and
a single iterative loop was employed. Similarly, Clevornet
al. [31] presented a new design and optimisation guidelines
for the ISCD’s performance improvement using the concept of
redundant index assignment with specific generator matrices.

In contrast to this background, where specific mapping ex-
amples were provided for iterative source and channel coding,
we present powerful yet low-complexity algorithms for SBCs,
which can be used to generate SBCs for a variety of mapping
rates associated with diversedH,min values that are applicable
to wide-ranging multimedia services. Additionally, instead of
modelling the sources with the aid of their correlation, the
practically achievable interactive video performance trends are
quantified when using state-of-the-art video coding techniques,
such as H.264/AVC. More explicitly, instead of assuming a
specific source-correlation model, we based our system design
examples on the simulation of the actual H.264/AVC source
coded bit-stream. The SBC-aided SBSD scheme was utilised
for protecting the H.264 coded bit-stream using Recursive
Systematic Convolution (RSC) codes [20]. The SBC coding
scheme was incorporated by carefully partitioning the total
available bit-rate budget between the source and channel
codecs, which results in an improved performance when
ISCD is employed. Explicitly, anEb/N0 gain of 25 dB is
attained using ISCD, when employing a rate-1

3 SBC scheme in
comparison to a realistic identical-rate benchmarker dispensing
with the SBC scheme.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II
we portray our system model along with an overview of
the H.264 encoded bit-stream and SBSD. An overview of

2The superscript⋆ was adopted from [27]

ISCD is provided in Section III along with our proposed
SBC coding algorithms, accompanied by a design example.
Section IV provides the EXIT chart analysis of our proposed
system model, while the performance of the proposed system
is characterised with the aid of our simulation results in
Section V. Finally we offer our conclusions in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. H.264 Coded Stream Structure
The H.264/AVC codec’s structure is notionally divided into

the Video Coding Layer (VCL) and the Network Abstraction
Layer (NAL) [32]. The hybrid video coding functions designed
for improved coding efficiency are part of the VCL, while
the NAL is designed for improved network adaptation and
is responsible for the reliable transport of the resultant bit-
stream generated by VCL over a wide range of transport layer
protocols. The H.264/AVC generates a number of video-frame
slices, which are formed by an integer number of consecutive
Macro Blocks (MBs) of a picture. The number of MBs per
slice may vary from a single one to all MBs of a picture in
a given slice. Error resilient Data Partitioning (DP) [33] has
been incorporated in the H.264/AVC codec in order to mitigate
the effects of channel errors. In the H.264/AVC codec DP
results in three different types of streams per slice, whichare
referred to as Type A, B and C partitions, each containing
specific sets of coding parameters having different levels of
importance. Additionally, the H.264 coded stream contains
information related to the Group of Pictures (GOP) sequence
and a so-called picture parameter set containing information
related to all the slices of a single picture. All these different
syntax elements are contained in Network Abstraction Layer
Units (NALUs), consisting of 1-byte header and a payload
of a variable number of bytes containing the coded symbols
of the corresponding H.264 syntax element. The type of data
contained by the NALU is identified by the 5-bit NALU type
field contained in the NALU header.
B. System Model

The schematic of our proposed videophone arrangement
used as our design example for quantifying the performance
of various SBC schemes is shown in Figure 1. At the trans-
mitter side the video sequence is compressed using the H.264
video codec and the video source bit-streamxk is mapped
or encoded into the bit-stringx′

m using the specific SBC
coding scheme employed. Subsequently the output bit-string
after SBC coding is interleaved using the bit-interleaverΠ of
Figure 1, yielding the interleaved sequencex̄m, which is then
encoded by a RSC code having a specific code rate given in
Table I. Interleaving and de-interleaving constitute an impor-
tant step in the iterative decoder of Figure 1, ensuring thatthe
bits are input in their expected original order to the component
decoders and ascertaining that the statistical independence
of the extrinsic Log-Likelihood-Ratios (LLRs) is retained.
Since in addition to the specific design of the interleaver the
degree of statistical independence guaranteed by an interleaver
is also related to its length [34], instead of performing the
ISCD operation on the various frame slices independently, we

2
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Fig. 1. The proposed system model.

concatenated all the bits generated by each type of partition
for the different Macro Blocks (MBs) within each slice of
a given frame, which results in a longer interleaver without
extending the video delay and hence improves the achievable
performance of iterative decoding. The resultant bit-stream is
QPSK modulated and transmitted over a temporally correlated
narrowband Rayleigh fading channel, associated with the
normalised Doppler frequency offd = fDTs = 0.01, where
fD is the Doppler frequency andTs is the symbol duration.
At the receiver the signal is QPSK demodulated and the
resultant soft-information is passed to the RSC decoder. The
extracted extrinsic information is then exchanged betweenthe
SBSD and RSC decoders of Figure 1 [11]. Following QPSK
demodulation at the receiver the soft information is extracted
in the form of its Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) representation
DM,a. This soft-informationDM,a is forwarded to the RSC
inner decoder, which processes it along with thea priori
informationLM,a fed back from the outer decoder of Figure 1
in order to generate thea posteriori LLR valuesLM,p. The
a priori LLR valuesLM,a fed back from the outer decoder are
subtracted from the inner decoder’s outputa posteriori LLR
valuesLM,p to generate the extrinsic LLR valuesLM,e, which
are subsequently deinterleaved by the soft-bit interleaver of
Figure 1, yielding the soft-bitsLD,a that are input to the
outer decoder to compute thea posteriori LLR value LD,p.
Observe in Figure 1 thatLD,e is generated by subtracting the
a priori informationLD,a from thea posteriori information
LD,p, which in turn results inLM,a after interleaving. During
iterative decoding the outer decoder exploits the input LLR
values for the sake of providing improveda priori information
for the inner channel decoder of Figure 1, which in turn
exploits the fed backa priori information in the subsequent
iteration for the sake of providing improveda posteriori LLR
values for the outer decoder. Further details about iterative
decoding are provided in [35].

C. Soft Bit Source Decoding

The conventional SBSD scheme gleans its extrinsic infor-
mation from the natural residual redundancy, which inheritly
remains in the bit-stream after source encoding and manifests
itself in terms of the non-uniform probability of occuranceof
the resultant bit-patterns. More explicitly, for SBC coding the

source-encoded bit-stream is partitioned intoM = 2K-ary,
or K-bit symbols, each of which has a different probability
of occurance and will be termed as the information word
encoded by the proposed SBC. The redundancy of the source
bit-stream is then characterised with the aid of the non-uniform
M = 2K-ary symbol probability distributionP [SK(τ)],
whereSK(τ) = [SK(1), SK(2), ...SK(M)], with K denoting
the number of bits in eachM = 2K-ary symbol3. The
details regarding extrinsic information generation algorithm
using SBSD for the zero-order Markov model can be obtained
from [11]. Provided that the bits of anM = 2K-ary symbol
may be considered independent of each other, the channels’
output information generated for theτ -th K-bit symbol is
generated by the product of each of the constituent single-bit
probabilities given as:

P [ŷτ |yτ ] =
K
∏

k=1

P [ŷτ (k)|yτ (k)], (1)

whereŷτ = [ŷτ (1), ŷτ (2)...ŷτ (K)], is the receivedK-bit SBC
coded sequence representing theτ -th M -ary symbol, while
yτ = [yτ (1), yτ (2)...yτ(K)] is the corresponding transmitted
bit-sequence, again, provided that all these bits are indepen-
dent of each other. For each desired bit[yτ (λ)], the extrinsic
channel output informationP [ŷ

[ext]
τ |y

[ext]
τ ] is expressed as:

P [ŷ[ext]
τ |y[ext]

τ ] =

K
∏

k=1,k 6=λ

P [ŷτ (k)|yτ (k)]. (2)

Finally, the resultant extrinsic LLR value can be acquired for
each bit of theτ -th symbol by combining its channel output
information and thea-priori knowledge of the corresponding
τ -th symbol as [9, 11]:

L[yτ (λ)] = (3)

log
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y
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.

3The choice of how many bits are specifically grouped into anM = 2K -
ary symbol represents an important system parameter, but due tospace
limitations this issue is not detailed in this paper.
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TABLE I

DIFFERENTSBCS WITH CORRESPONDING SYMBOLS, MINIMUM HAMMING DISTANCES (dH,min) AND CODE RATES.

SBC Type Symbols in Decimal dH,min Code Rate

Rate-1 SBC {0,1} 1 RSC SBC Overall
1/4 1 1/4

Algorithm-I

Rate-2
3

SBC[2, 3] {0,3,5,6} 2 3/8 2/3 1/4

Rate-3
4

SBC[3, 4] {0,3,5,6,9,10,12,15} 2 1/3 3/4 1/4

Rate-4
5

SBC[4, 5] {0,3,5,6,9,10,12,15,17,18,20,23,24,27,29,30} 2 5/16 4/5 1/4

Rate-5
6

SBC[5, 6] {0,3,5,6,9,10,12,15,17,18,20,23,24,27,29,30,33, 2 3/10 5/6 1/4

34,36,39,40,43,45,46,48,51,53,54,57,58,60,63}

Algorithm-II

Rate-1
3

SBC[2, 6] {0,22,41,63} 3 3/4 1/3 1/4

Rate-1
3

SBC[3, 9] {0,78,149,219,291,365,438,504} 4 3/4 1/3 1/4

Rate-1
3

SBC[4, 12] {0,286,557,819,1099,1365,1638,1912,2183,2457, 5 3/4 1/3 1/4

2730,2996,3276,3538,3809,4095}

Rate-1
3

SBC[5, 15] {0,1086,2141,3171,4251,5285,6342,7416,8471,9513, 6 3/4 1/3 1/4

10570,11636,12684,13746,14801,15855,16911,17969,

19026,20076,21140,22186,23241,24311,25368,26406,

27461,28539,29571,30653,31710,32736}

Algorithm-I Rate-1 SBC {0,1} 1 1/2 1 1/2

Rate-2
3

SBC[2, 3] {0,3,5,6} 2 3/4 2/3 1/2

Although the proposed technique is generic and hence it
is applicable to arbitrary speech, audio and video source
codecs, in our design example the source coded bit-stream’s
redundancy is characterised with the aid of the non-uniform
M -ary symbol probability distribution3 using the H.264/AVC
video encoded bit-stream of the 300 frame”Akiyo” video
sequence, the 150 frame”MissAmerica” video clip and
the 300-frame”Mother&Daughter” video sequence, which
were used as training sequences.

III. SHORT BLOCK CODE BASED ITERATIVE SOURCE

CHANNEL DECODING

A. Iterative Convergence
The purpose of ISCD is to utilise the constituent inner and

outer decoders in order to assist each other in an iterative
fashion to glean the highest possible extrinsic information
(Lextr

SBSD(x′) and Lextr
RSC(x̄)) from each other. In fact, the

achievable performance of SBSD is limited by the factor
that its achievable iteration gain is actually dependent on
the residual redundancy or correlation that remains in the
coded bit patternxi after limited-complexity, limited-delay,
lossy source encoding [1]. However, despite using limited-
complexity, limited-delay, lossy compression, the achievable
performance improvements of SBSD may remain limited due
to the limited residual redundancy in the video-encoded bit-
stream, when using the high-compression H.264/AVC video
codec. It may be observed from the simulation results of [36]
that typically using SBSD for H.264/AVC coded bit-stream
results in negligible system performance improvements be-
yond two decoding iterations. Hence, in order to improve the

3The resultant M -ary source word probability distribution for the
SBC[K,N] coding schemes used in our design example is not provided in
this paper owing to space limitations.

achievable ISCD performance gain, weartificially introduce
redundancy in the source coded bit-stream using a technique
which we refer to as SBC coding. The novel philosophy of
our SBC design is based on exploiting a specific property
of Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) Charts [37]. More
explicitly, an iterative decoding aided receiver is capable of
near-capacity operation at an infinitesimally low decoded BER,
if there is an open tunnel between the EXIT curves of the inner
and outer decoder components. We will demonstrate that this
condition is clearly satisfied, when these two EXIT curves
have a point of intersection at the(IA, IB) = (1, 1) corner
of the EXIT chart, whereIA = I(x′

i, LD,a), 0 ≤ IA ≤ 1
bit, is the mutual information between the outer encoded
bits x′

i and the LLR valuesLD,a, while IE = I(x′
i, LD,e),

0 ≤ IE ≤ 1 bit, represents the mutual information between
the outer channel coded bitsx′

i and the LLR valuesLD,e. The
sufficient and necessarycondition for this iterative detection
convergence criterion to be met in the presence of perfect
a priori information, was shown in detail by Klieweret
al. [38] to be that the legitimate codewords have a minimum
Hamming distance ofdH,min = 2. Then the ISCD scheme
becomes capable of achieving the highest possible source
entropy denoted asH(X) = 1 bit, provided that the inputa-
priori information of the SBSD is perfect. This motivates the
design of the proposed SBC schemes, because it is plausible
that using our design procedure all legitimate SBC codewords
having a specific mapping-rate equivalent to the reciprocal
of the classic code-rate results in a code-table satisfyingthe
condition ofdH,min ≥ 2. Using appropriately designed SBCs
it may be guaranteed that the EXIT curve of the combined
source codec and SBC block becomes capable of reaching
the (IA, IE) = (1, 1) point of perfect convergence i.e. the

4
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maximumIE will be taken at theIA = 1 point of the EXIT
chart [11], regardless of the EXIT-curve shape of the stand-
alone source encoder.

Having outlined the theoretical justification for achieving
perfect convergence to an infintisimally low BER, let us now
introduce the proposed SBC[K, N ] encoding algorithms, which
maps or encodes eachK-bit symbol of the source setX to
theN -bit code words of the SBC setf(X), while maintaining
a minimum Hamming distance ofdH,min ≥ 2. According to
our SBC[K, N ] encoding procedure, the video-streamxk is
partitioned intoM = 2K-ary, or K-bit source symbols, each
of which has a different probability of occurance and will be
alternatively termed as the information word to be encoded
into N = (K + P )-bits, whereP represents the number of
redundant bits perK-bit source symbol.

Algorithm-I:
For P = 1, the redundant bitrτ is generated for theτ -

th M -ary source symbol by calculating theexclusive OR
(XOR) function of itsK constituent bits, as follows:

rτ = [bτ (1) ⊕ bτ (2)... ⊕ bτ (K)], (4)

where⊕ represents theXOR operation.
The resultant redundant bit can be incorporated in any

of the [K + 1] different bit positions, in order to create
[K +1] different legitimate SBC-encoded words, as presented
in Table II, each having a minimum Hamming distance of
dH,min = 2 from all the others. The encoded symbols of
the rate-23 , 3

4 , 4
5 and 5

6 SBCs along with their corresponding
minimum Hamming distancedH,min is summarised in Table I
for the specific case of incorporating the redundant bitrτ at
the end of theτ -th K-bit source symbol.

Algorithm-II:
For P = (m×K) with m ≥ 1, we propose the correspond-

ing SBC[K, N ]-encoding procedure, which results in a gradual
increase ofdH,min for the coded symbols upon increasing
bothK andN of the SBC[K, N ], while the code-rate is fixed.
This K to N -bit encoding method consists of two steps,

1) STEP-1:
First Rb = [(m − 1) × K] number of redundant bits
rτ (r), for r = 1, 2 · · ·Rb are concatenated to theτ -th
K-bit source symbol by repeated concatenation ofK
additional source coded bits(m − 1) times, yielding a
total of [(m − 1) × K] bits, as shown in Table III.

2) STEP-2:
In the Second step the last set ofK redundant bitsrτ (k),
for k = 1, 2 · · ·K is generated by calculating theXOR
function of theK source bitsbτ (j), while settingbτ [j =
k] equal to0, yielding:
rτ (k) = [bτ (1) ⊕ bτ (2)... ⊕ bτ (K)];
for k = 1, 2 · · ·K, while setting bτ (k) = 0,

as presented in Table III, where⊕ represents theXOR
operation.

Using this method a carefully controlled redundancy is im-
posed by the specific rater = [K

N
] SBC[K, N ] to ensure that

the resultantN -bit codewords exhibit a minimum Hamming

distance ofdH,min ≥ 2 between theM = 2K number of
legitimateK-bit source code words. This method also results
in a gradual increase of thedH,min of the coded symbols
upon increasing bothK andN of the SBC[K, N ] considered,
as shown in Table I, until the maximum achievabledH,min is
reached for the specific SBC coding rate.

TABLE II

SBC CODING PROCEDURE USINGALGORITHM-I.

INPUT OUTPUT COMBINATIONS

Symbols C1 C2 · · · CK+1

S(1) r1x1x2 · · · xK x1r1x2 · · · xK . x1x2 · · · xKr1

S(2) r2x1x2 · · · xK x1r2x2 · · · xK . x1x2 · · · xKr2

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

S(2K ) r2K x1x2 · · · xK x1r2K x2 · · · xK . x1x2 · · · xKr2K

B. Design Example
Let us now demonstrate the power of SBCs with the aid

of a design example. As an example, the SBC[K, N ]-encoded
symbols generated by applying rate-2

3 , 3
4 , 4

5 , 5
6 and rate-13

coding schemes generated using Algorithm-I and Algorithm-
II are detailed in Table I, along with their corresponding
minimum Hamming distancesdH,min. Again, as it becomes
evident from Table I, the EXIT-chart optimised SBCs ensure
that the encodedN -bit symbols exhibit a minimum Hamming
distance ofdH,min ≥ 2. Additionally, only 2K out of the2N

possibleN -bit symbols are legitimate in the mapped source
coded bit-stream, which exhibits a non-uniform probability
of occurance for theN -bit source symbols. Figure 2 depicts
the EXIT characteristics of the SBSD scheme of Figure 1
using either the rate-14 or the rate< 1 SBC[K, N ] schemes
of Algorithm-I and II shown in Table I. More specifically,
the EXIT curve of SBSD using rate-1

3 , 2
3 , 3

4 , 4
5 and 5

6 SBCs
does indeed reach to the top right corner of the EXIT chart at
(IA, IE) = (1, 1) and hence results in an infinitesimally low
BER. By contrast, the SBSD scheme using a rate-1 SBC, i.e.
no SBC fails to do so. In conclusion, our simulation results
recorded for the system presented in Figure 1 reveal that the
performance of SBSD strongly depends on the presence or
absence of residual source redundancy, which typically mani-
fests itself in the form of non-uniform probability of occurance
for the N -bit source coded symbols. The coding parameters
of the different SBC schemes used in our design example are
shown in Table I. In this design example our primary aim is to
analyse the performance of the proposedAlgorithm-I andII in
conjunction with various SBCs having different coding rates
anddH,min. For this reason we selected rate-1

3 SBCs generated
usingAlgorithm-II, which provide sufficiently diversedH,min

values of 3, 4, 5 and 6 in order to analyse the associated
effects on the achievable performance, while employing an
RSC code as our inner code. Therefore, considering a rate-1

3
SBC code along with a rate-3

4 inner RSC code resulted in an
overall system code rate of14 . We considered a concatenated

4For the sake of using a unified terminology, we refer to the scheme using
no SBC as the rate-1 SBC.
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TABLE III

SBCCODING PROCEDURE USINGALGORITHM-II.

INPUT x1x2 · · · xK

STEPS STEP-1 STEP-2

RepeatedK-bit Concatenation 1st 2nd · · · (m + 1)th mth

OUTPUT x1x2 · · · xK x1x2 · · · xK · · · x1x2 · · · xK x′

1x′

2 · · · x′

K

where,x′

1 = (0 ⊕ x2 ⊕ · · · xK), x′

1 = (x1 ⊕ 0 ⊕ · · · xK), · · · x′

K
= (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ · · · 0)
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Fig. 2. EXIT characteristics of SBSD with the aid of different SBCs.

rate R = 1
4 RSC encoder with constraint lengthL = 4 and

generator sequencesg1 = [1011], g2 = [1101], g3 = [1101]
andg4 = [1111] represented asG = [1, g2/g1, g3/g1, g4/g1],
where ’1’ denotes the systematic output, the first outputg1

is fed back to the input andg2, g3, g4 denotes the feed
forward output of the RSC encoder. Additionally, for the
SBC performance evaluation using our proposed system with
relatively high overall system code-rate ofR = 1

2 presented
in Table I, we utilised a concatenated rateR = 1

2 RSC
encoder with constraint lengthL = 3 and generator sequences
g1 = [111] and g2 = [101] represented asG = [1, g2/g1].
Observe from the table that an overall code-rate ofR = 1

4
and R = 1

2 was maintained by adjusting the puncturing rate
of the concatenated RSC in order to accommodate the different
SBC rates of Table I.

IV. EXIT CHART ANALYSIS

At the receiver seen in Figure 1, iterative soft-bit source
and channel decoding is applied by exchanging extrinsic infor-
mation between the receiver blocks, which has the capability
of improving the achievable subjective video quality. EXIT
charts were utilised to characterize the mutual information
exchange between the input and output of both the inner
and outer components of an iterative decoder and hence
to analyse its decoding convergence behaviour. Additionally,
the actual decoding trajectories acquired while using various
SBCs generated using Algorithm-I and II were presented by
recording the mutual information at the input and output of
both the inner and outer decoder during the bit-by-bit Monte-
Carlo simulation of the iterative SBSD algorithm.

Figures 3 present the decoding trajectories recorded at
Eb/N0 = 0 dB and−1 dB, when employing the rate-2

3 SBCs
of Algorithm-I as the outer code along with the corresponding
rate-38 RSC code.

Furthermore, the decoding trajectories obtained by em-
ploying rate-13 outer SBCs of type SBC[5, 15], which were
generated usingAlgorithm-II as well as using the rate-3

4 inner
RSC detailed in Table I was recorded atEb/N0 = −4 dB and
−4.5 dB, as portrayed in Figures 4. It may be observed from
the EXIT trajectories of Figures 3, and 4 that as expected,
the convergence behaviour of SBCs improves upon increasing
dH,min.
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Fig. 3. The EXIT chart and simulated decoding trajectories of the SBC[2, 3]

scheme atEb/N0 = 0 and−1 dB.
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Fig. 4. The EXIT chart and simulated decoding trajectories of the SBC[5, 15]

scheme atEb/N0 = −4 and−4.5 dB.

V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCERESULTS
In this section we present our performance results for the

proposed system. A45 frame ”Akiyo” video sequence [1]
in (176x144)-pixel Quarter Common Intermediate Format
(QCIF) was used as our test sequence and was encoded
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using the H.264/AVC JM13.2 reference video codec at15
frames-per-second(fps) at the target bitrate of64 kbps.
Using H.264/AVC codec each QCIF frame was partitioned
into 9 slices and each slice was composed of11 MBs. The
resultant video encoded clip consisted of an intra-coded ’I’
frame followed by44 predicted or ’P’ frames, corresponding
to a lag of3 seconds between the ’I’ frames at a frame-rate
of 15 fps. The periodic insertion of ’I’ frames curtailed error
propagation beyond45 frames.

Additional source codec parameters were set as follows,
• quarter-pixel motion estimation resolution was used;
• intra frame MB update was used;
• all macroblock types were enabled;
• no multiframe prediction was used;
• no B-slices were used;
• Universal Variable Length Coding (UVLC) type entropy

coding was used;
• error concealment was performed using the motion vector

recovery algorithm of [39];
To control the effects of error propagation, we incorporated

error resilience features, such as DP and intra-frame coded
MB updates of three randomly distributed MBs per frame.
The insertion of ’B’ pictures was avoided because it results
in an unacceptable loss of lip-synchronisation as a result of
the corresponding delay incurred due to the bi-directionally
predicted video coding operations [39]. Additionally, only the
immediately preceding frame was used for motion search,
which results in a reduced computational complexity com-
pared to using multiple reference frames. These video coding
parameters were chosen, bearing in mind that the error-
resilience of the DP aided H.264/AVC stream is directly
related to the number of ’P’ frames inserted between two
consecutive ’I’ frames.

The remaining error resilient encoding techniques, such
as the employment of multiple reference frames for inter-
frame motion compensation and Flexible Macro-block Order-
ing (FMO) [40] were turned off, because they typically result
in modest video performance improvements in low-motion
head-and-shoulders video sequences, such as the”Akiyo”
clip, despite their substantially increased complexity. These
encoder settings result in a reduced encoder complexity and
in a realistic real-time implementation. Moreover, since hand-
held videophones have to have a low complexity, we limited
the number of iterations between the RSC and SBSD decoders
to It = 10, when using a rate-1 SBC− i.e. no SBC. Similarly,
we usedIt = 10 iterations, when applying SBCs having a
rate below unity. For the sake of increasing the confidence in
our results, we repeated each45-frame experiment160 times
and averaged the results generated. A range of different SBCs
generated using our proposedAlgorithm-I and II are given
in Table I, which are used as the outer codes of Figure 1
in order to evaluate their achievable system performance
improvements. We evaluated the performance of our proposed
system by keeping the same overall code rate as well as video
rate for the different considered error protection schemes.

Figure 5 presents the performance of the various rate-2
3 ,
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3
4 , 4

5 and 5
6 SBCs along with the rate-1

3 SBC based error
protection schemes of Table I in terms of the attainable BER in
comparison with the rate-1 SBC based scheme. Additionally,
the performance trends expressed in terms of thePSNR
versus Eb/N0 curves are portrayed in Figures 6. It may
be observed in Figure 6 that the SBC[5, 15] scheme having
dH,min = 6 provides the best PSNR performance among
the eight different SBC schemes of Table I across the entire
Eb/N0 region considered. Furthermore, observe from Figure 6
that the lowest rate-23 outer SBC combined with rate-3

8 inner
RSC results in the best PSNR performance, outperforming the
rate-34 , 4

5 and 5
6 SBCs generated using Algorithm-I. It may

also be observed in Figure 6 that using SBSD in conjunction
with the rate-1 outer SBC and rate-14 inner RSC results in
a worse PSNR performance than the outer SBCs having a
less than unity rate combined with the corresponding inner
RSC of Table I, while maintaining the same overall code
rate. Additionally, Figure 5 and Figure 6 also presents the
BER and PSNR performance of our proposed system while
employing rate-23 SBCs relative to rate-1 SBC based scheme,
while considering an overall system code rate ofR = 1

2 .
Quantitatively, using the SBCs of Table I having a rate lower
than1 and overall system code rate ofR = 1

4 , an additional
Eb/N0 gain of upto25 dB may be achieved over the rate-1
SBC at the PSNR degradation point of1 dB.

Finally, the achievable subjective video qualities of the
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video telephone schemes utilising various types of SBCs gen-
erated usingAlgorithm-I andII is presented in Figures 7 and 8,
respectively. In order to have a fair subjective video quality
comparison, we averaged both the luminance and chrominance
components of the30 video test sequences, decoded using the
H.264 video codec for each type of setup. The achievable
subjective video quality recorded at the channelEb/N0 value
of 0.5 dB using rate-23 , 3

4 , 4
5 , and 5

6 SBCs ofAlgorithm− I
can be seen in Figure 7. Observe from Figure 7 that the
achievable video quality improves upon decreasing the SBC
code rate.

Similarly, Figure 8 presents the subjective video quality
obtained at (from left to right)Eb/N0 = −4.1 dB, −3.9 dB,
−3.0 dB and−2.1 dB using rate-13 SBCs of the type (from
top to bottom) SBC[2, 6], SBC[3, 9], SBC[4, 12] and SBC[5, 15].
Observed from Figure 8 that a nearly unimpaired quality is
obtained for the rate-13 SBCs having (from top)dH,min =3,
4, 5 and 6 atEb/N0 values of−2.5 dB, −3.0 dB, −3.9 dB
and −4.1 dB, respectively. This implies that the subjective
video quality of the system improves upon increasingdH,min

of the SBCs employed.

Fig. 7. Subjective video quality of the45th ”Akiyo” video sequence frame
using (from left) Rate-2

3
, 3

4
, 4

5
and 5

6
SBCs of Algorithm-I summarised in

Table I atEb/N0=0.5 dB.

Fig. 8. Subjective video quality of the45th ”Akiyo” video sequence frame
using Rate-1

3
SBCs of type (from top) SBC[2, 6], SBC[3, 9], SBC[4, 12] and

SBC[5, 15] of Algorithm-II summarised in Table I at (from left)Eb/N0=-
4.1 dB, -3.9 dB, -3 dB and -2.1 dB.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed generic low-complexity SBCs for
satisfying thenecessary and sufficientcondition ofdH,min = 2
and hence guaranteeing decoding convergence for arbitrary
SBSD-aided multimedia source codecs. We applied diverse
error protection schemes considering the transmission of DP
aided H.264/AVC coded video using carefully selected SBCs

having diversedH,min values. Furthermore, iterative soft-
bit source and channel decoding was used to enhance the
attainable BER performance and to improve the objective
video quality expressed in terms of PSNR. It was demonstrated
that the bit-error correction capability of the ISCD scheme
was significantly improved with the advent of rate-1

3 SBC
scheme owing to the intentional increase in redundancy of the
source coded bit-stream, when we beneficially partitioned the
total available bit rate budget between the source and channel
codecs. Additionally, the convergence behaviour of the ISCD
system was analysed using EXIT charts. The H.264 / SBC /
RSC design example using SBCs havingdH,min = 6 exhibited
an Eb/N0 gain of 2.25 dB at thePSNR degradation point
of 1 dB over the identical-rate SBCs havingdH,min = 3.
Additionally, anEb/N0 gain of9 dB was achieved compared
to the rate-56 SBCs havingdH,min = 2 and an identical overall
code-rate. Moreover, anEb/N0 gain of25 dB was attained at
the PSNR degradation point of1 dB using iterative soft-
bit source and channel decoding with the aid of rate-1

3 SBCs
in comparison to the identical-rate benchmarker. Our future
research will consider the design of systematic variable-length
SBC coding techniques to intentionally introduce redundancy
in the source coded bit-stream based on the relative importance
of the different H.264/AVC partitions.
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